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Philippine Archzology. 

I)ROF. H. OTLEY BEYER, head of the Anthropo
logical Department of the university of the 

Philippines, has collected important archooological 
material during the last four years. In 1926 tho 
construction of a dam on the Novaliehes River brought 
to light a prehistoric village and cemetery which within 
tho space of four months yielded some eighteen thou
Aan<l specimens. During the next three years extrnded 
reconnai;;sanco and excavation in tho neighbourhood, 
mostly within the province of Rizal, brought to light 
nearly a hundred sites and an enormous amount of 
material, running into scores of thousands of objects. 

Previously to these discoveries, the 11rcha)ology of the 
Philippines earlier than, say, it thousand years ago was 
a blank. Almost at a stroke it has been carried back 
at least to the early neolithic and posRibly earlier. 
Although the material has still to be worked out in 
detail, certain broad conclusions are possible. These aro 
i:;ummariscd and their bearing upon the prehistory 
of Eastern Asia indicated by Prof. Roland B. Dixon 
in vol. 69, No. 4, of the Proceedings of the American 
Philosophical Society. 

On the Novalichcs site five archreological horizons 
were distinguished. Of these, the most recent con
tained celadons, porcelains, and other ceramics, somo 
dating back to the early Sung dynasty. This was 
preceded by two strata belonging to tho iron age, 
below which were two stone age levels, one character
ised by polished implements associated with fairly 
good hand-made pottery, and the earlier by imple
ments only partly polished, associated with a cruder 
type of pottery. The extended obf!ervations in the 
province of Rizal revealed two earlier stone ago 
pha.'les, of which one is marked by deeply patinatcd 
chipped implements identical with the so-called 
' Bacsonian ' of Tonkin and not accompanied by 
pottery, to which both stratification and typology 

justify tho application of the term mesolithic ; and 
a second in which typical microliths and deeply 
patinate<l Mousterian-like forms suggest, in Prof. 
Dixon's view, the conclusion that they are palooo
lithic, even though the evidence of stratification is 
lacking. 

While it would bo woll to accept Prof. Dixon's final 
suggestion only with very considerable reserve pending 
further evidence, thure can bo no two opinions as 
to the great value of Prof. Beyer's contribution to 
Philippine archmology. Its full significance, however, 
will not become apparent until it has been correlated 
and studied comparatively with the archreological 
material which has been, and is still being, brought 
to light in China, Tonkin, the Malay P eninsula, and 
the Dutch East Indies. Whon the time is-ripe for the 
collation of tho material from the whole ar{la, and 
further, when it is brought into relation with the 
material from India, it should throw a flood of light on 
the racial and cultural drifts of eastern Asia. 

In commenting on the material from the iron age 
strata in the Philippines, Prof. Dixon points out tho 
similarity, and in some ca.<ies identity, of the iron and 
glass objects to those found in the dolmen tombs and 
urn burials of southern India, and refers to similar finds 
in tho Malay Peninsula, Java, and Borneo. As he 
goes on to urge the necessity for research in southern 
India as a ' way-station ' between westent Asia and 
the Philippines, it may not be inopportune to refer 
to the work of the Indian Research Committee of the 
Royal Anthropological Institute on the archreology 
of the bead in India. A collection of type series of 
Indian beads has been formed which is available for 
students, and the first im1talment of the Committee's 
work, with coloured illustrations of beads from 
southern India and Sarawak, is, we understand, to be 
published as a special number of Man in October. 

Seventy-fifth Annual Exhibition of the Royal Photographic Society. 
rfHE annual exhibition of the Royal Photographic 

Society was opened at 35 Russell Square, Lon
don, W.C.l, on Saturday, Sept. 13, and will remain 
open until Saturday, Oct. 1 I, from 10 A.M. to 9 P.M. 
each weekday except Tuesdays and Fridays, when it 
will be closed at 6 P.M. Tho following lecture..'! are 
being delivered during the exhibition, at 7 P.111. on the 
evenings stated: Tuesday, Sept. 16-" The Mystery 
Bird of Britain and other Stories from Birdlancl ", by 
Oliver G. Pike; Tuesday, Sept. 23, "From Alp to 
Apennino " , by ,J. Dudley Johnstone, president of tho 
Royal Photographic Society ; Friday, Sept. 26, the 
lantern slides selected for the exhibition will be pro
jected on t.ho screen ; Tuo.~day, 8ept. 30, a popular 
lecture on astronomical photography, by F. J. Sellers; 
Friday, Oct. :1, "Kew Gardens-Some of its Beauties 
in Colour", by F. R. Newens; Tuesday, Oct. 7, 
"Tunis to Algiers", by the Rev. H. 0. :Fenton; 
Friday, Oct. IO, the amateur cinematograph films 
on 16 mm. (sub-standard) film which have been 
selected for the exhibition will be projected on the 
screen. 

This exhibition may be divided roughly into throe 
classes : pictorial work, record work, and research 
concerning photographic materials. 

The pictorial work shown is from all parts of tho 
world and is, of course, first-rate . Practically all of 
the important methods of photographic technique in 
both colour and monochrome are represented. 

Photographic recording is now used as an aid to a 
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vast number of activities ; teaching, advertising, and 
research all make use of it. The exhibition contains 
examples of all these applications. In the natural 
history section are many beautiful photographs of 
wild animals and birds in their natural surroundings, 
and also of other objects. Two striking prints by 
Mr. J . A. Speed show a field-mou~e in the a{)t of 
rescuing its young. '.\fr. D. P. Wilson exhibits a good 
series of marine subjects, includi11g ono of Golden 
Star <Jorals found on tho shore at very low water in 
Cawsun<l Bay, Cornwall. Mr. W. C. Davies has throe 
prints of the fossil remain;; of some very large insects, 
one being a kind of dragonfly with a wing span of 
about 12 inches. 

Archreologists will be intcreste1l in several series of 
photographs of the Roman Wall and other Roman 
remains sho~m by C. Mason and G . E. Peachey. 
Acrofilms Lt1l. show a vertical view of Ashdown 
Foro.c;t on which may be noted the faint indication 
of a Roman road and an enclosure probably built 
sometime about the commencement of the Christian 
era. This print shows the way in which aerial observa
tion assists in the search for ancient remains which 
are almost invisible at ground level. 

As usual, cloud photography is very well represented, 
and for his work in this field Mr. G. A. Clarke has 
been awarded a medal. 

Last year note was taken in NATURE of some very 
fine spark photographs by P. B . Quayle, who showed 
several records of bullets and shot clusters in flight. 
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In this present exhibition, Mr. Quayle shows the 
bullet just as it penetrates a steel plate and just after, 
its jacket stripped off and its lead core broken into 
fragments mingling with flying particles of the steel 
plate itself. The main part of his exhibit is, however, 
devoted to a study of guns at the instant of firing. 
It is shown that the ' high shooting ' of revolvers is 
not nearly accounted for by change of aim due to 
recoil, but is due in part to an upward velocity given 
to the bullet as it leaves the muzzle. Another series 
of photographs shows the bursting of shot guns 
caused by plugs of clay inserted in the muzzle before 
firing, a fine object-lesson to the sportsman who is 
inclined to carry his gun carelessly over clayey 
country. 

General Motors Research Laboratories show a 
photographic study of combustion in engines. The 
examples given are for various mixtures of fuels. 
Some of these show pressure diagrams obtained during 
detonation. 

The very great extension of research in the photo
graphic industry during recent years is well shown in 
this exhibition. Five pieces of apparatus are shown, 
each one being of considerable importance. Kodak 
Ltd. exhibit a sensitometer designed for testing 
sensitive materials; a colorimeter intended for check
ing the colour of materials, such as sensitive papers, 
wrapping papers, cards, etc. ; a goniophotometer for 
studying the polar reflection curves for cinemato
graph screens and also a mirror arc for use with the 
Kodascope apparatus for projecting 16 mm. cinemato
graph films. The British Photographic Research 
Association shows the latest design of photoelectric 
density meter as now marketed. 

Dr. F. C. Toy and G. B. Harrison have recently 

succeeded in making a very thorough study of the 
photo-conductance of silver bromide. By-means of 
models they now show some of the principal facts 
arising out of their work. Included in the same 
exhibit are specimens of large single crystals of silver 
bromide. These were prepared by methods similar 
to those employed for making single crystals of copper. 
The samples shown are probably the largest single 
crystals of silver bromide which have yet been made. 

Ilford Ltd. show some examples of the influence 
of dyes on the spectral sensitivity of photographic 
materials, together with a very fine example of a clear 
photograph taken on a misty morning by the use of 
a plate sensitised to the infra-red and with a so-called 
'infra-red filter'. 

An instructional exhibit of great interest is shown 
by the research laboratories of Messrs. Thomas 
Illingworth, Ltd. It illustrates how the development 
of the negative must be controlled in order to yield 
a good print on a given printing paper. For compari
son, the original object is shown in its proper lighting 
by the side of various negatives and prints. The 
limitations of photographic prints on paper are 
emphasised by including with the prints a positive 
transparency. The latter is seen at once to be a much 
more faithful representation of the original. This was 
so striking to the writer that he at once went on to 
see again the pictorial lantern slides in the exhibition. 
These are arranged for viewing as transparencies, 
and when so displayed give a demonstration of photo
graphic rendering of tone which is considered by many 
people to be far more beautiful than that obtained by 
any other method. It is unfortunate that much of 
the beauty is lost when the pictures are projected on 
to a screen. S. 0. R. 

Recent Studies of the Foraminifera. 

THE Foraminifera constitute a class of Protozoa 
which provides many problems of great interest 

for the morphologist, the systematist, and the palre
ontologist. Their remarkable life history, the beauty 
and elaboration of their shells, and the records of their 
occurrence in the rocks from the most ancient times 
have been the subjects of many elaborate and import
ant treatises in recent times. It is difficult for any
one to follow the progress of our knowledge of the 
group in all these directions ; but as in other groups of 
animals, it is the work of the systematists which is 
most usually set aside as suitable only for the perusal 
of the specialists. 

Accurate description and illustration of the various 
forms of animal life whether species or varieties is the 
essential basis upon which the construction of reason
able morphological theories must rest, and it is not 
unreasonable, therefore, to direct attention to the ex
cellent work that is being done in the Foraminifera by 
Heron-Allen and Earland 1 in Great Britain, and by 
Hofker 2 in Holland. 

The time is past when a study of the external form 
of the shells was considered sufficient. Nowadays the 
use of sections for the observation of the canal system 
in their walls, in the case of the arenaceous forms, the 
use of skiagraphs, when possible, and the careful search 
for dimorphism or trimorphism are necessary for the 
accurate determination of genera and species. 

The number of specific names that have been given 
to members of the Foraminifera is so enormous that 
there may be some misgiving as to the validity of many 
of the species. No doubt many of the old names will 
disappear, but it is always difficult to determine the 
degree of discontinuity between a new form and an old 
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one which justifies the constitution of a new species, 
and particularly so in the lower orders of animals 
where variation is wide and breeding experiments at 
present impracticable. 

The recent investigations of Heron-Allen and Ear
land, in which the most elaborate methods were used, 
lend support to the view that among the free un
attached Foraminifera there may be a true specific 
discontinuity. 

Globigerina cristata, for example, from the deep sea 
mud of the South Atlantic seems to be, undoubtedly, 
a good species. From the smallest immature forms 
0·08 mm. in diameter through a long series to the largest 
mature forms, 0·18 mm., the characteristic features 
which distinguish it from the other species of the genus 
can be observed. The same may be said of Ehrerwer
gina crassa and several other species described and 
figured in these papers. 

Among the forms which become attached to foreign 
objects at the bottom and lead a sedentary life the 
beautiful symmetries of the shell are lost and variations 
in growth and many other characters are rampant. 

In the widespread and very common Foraminifer 
Polytrema, for example, with its endless varieties of 
ramification, there seems to be no specific discon
tinuity, and the same is probably true of the genus 
Gypsina. 

This has led to a great deal of confusion in the 
systematics of the group and to the proposal for the 
suppression not only of species but even of genera, 
which is quite startling to some of those who have 
taken an interest in these forms. Thus Hofker in a 
recent very fine monograph has declared that Ramu
lina herdmani is identical with Carpenteria utricul,aris 
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